
Replacing gauge lamps with LED's

To pull the gauges just to replace a small bulb is quite a nuisance and the existing bulbs are not all 
that bright and easily blow. It is thus worthwhile replacing them with LED's that have a longer life 
and are much brighter. You can probably buy them ready made, but I opted for DIY.

Requirements:
Soldering bolt, solder and small tools
14 High Power LED's 5mm white
1 x ½ Watt x 470 ohm resistor
9 x ¼ Watt x  470 ohm resistor
Some shrink sleeving

Remove your gauge cluster and open it up.

Unplug the two looms as above. It would be a good idea to note which colour wires goes to which 
hole. Label it with sticky tape and number them.

Remove the gear indicator backing and small PC board.



The gear indicator lamp array is shown with miniature bulbs that can just be pulled off the double 
pins. The bulb fits inside a rubber housing with the two wire legs folded in opposite directions. We 
will not be needing them again.

Identify the rectifier next to the lamps. That is the black tubular thing with the two wire legs 
soldered to the board.

Unsolder the rectifier carefully and unplug all the lamps. Also prepare the ½ Watt 470 ohm resistor 
as shown. The resistor will be soldered in place of the removed rectifier in the same way.



The rsistoer in in place and the 5 double rows of pins are now ready for the LED's.

Look at the LED's carefully, at the bottom there is a small ridge which is flat on side. This indicates 
the cathode leg of the LED, the other leg is the anode. Cut the LED legs to about 6-8mm long. Bend 
them apart so that they are just as wide as the pins. Position the LED legs against the first two pins 
with the flat side pin (cathode) towards the White/Yellow wire and the round side leg (anode) 
towards the pin just above it. Solder these carefully to the two posts. Make sure that the LED is 
sitting vertically. You can fit the white cover over it to ensure that it is not too high. Once you are 
sure that it fits properly into the white housing, solder the other 4 LED's in the same way to the next 
pins.



Test these with a 12 Volt battery or a small 9 Volt battery. Connect the Orange wire to the Positive 
and any of the other,  White/Yellow etc. wires to the Negative. Once you are sure all the new lamps 
work properly, you are ready to reassemble.

This shows the gear indicator working in bright sunlight outside with the new LED.

Here the gear indicator is tested indoors with new LED installed.

These LED's actually put out a spot of light from the domed part. If you find that it does not fully 
illuminate the numeral to you liking, make sure that it is pointing directly towards the numeral. You 
could also experiment by grinding down the domed head a bit flatter with a Dremel, it can then 
widen the spot and spread the light.

You now have nine other bayonet type bulbs used to illuminate the dial faces, the indicator, oil light, 
neutral light and the high beam, depending on your model.



These bulbs have a bayonet base with a rubber cover and to change this for LED use is easy. You 
can either purchase your own LED replacement or make your own.

The idea when making your own is to break the glass out of the base, unsolder the old wires to the 
filament and install the LED into the old base and just plug it into the socket.

Use eye protection and just pop the glass with a pair of pliers. Carefully break out the glass left in 
the holder, using a screwdriver. Then unsolder the filament wire by melting the solder spot on the 
bottom and shaking the molten lead out. On the side rim there is a small blob of solder to melt to 
remove the other side. You should finally have nine holders as above with a small hole on the 
bottom.

Nex, prepare your LED's, first cut your LED legs shorter to about 8mm. Now identify the cathode, 
(flat side in the rim). Bend the cathode leg to the outside and keep the other leg point straight down. 
Take one of your ¼ Watt 470 ohm resistors and cut the one leg to about 8mm. Now wrap the two 
short legs around each other one or two turns and solder. The resistor should now point straight 
down. Push a short piece of shrink sleeving over the resistor and shrink to insulate the center leg. 
Now follow the picture. Push the resistor long leg through the bottom tag of the base and bend the 
cathode leg over the rim of the base. Keep the LED upright and solder.
If you want to be perfect you could put some resin or epoxy in the base to keep it sturdy. I did not 
bother.



Plug the new LED lamps into the bases. If you look carefully on the right hand side I have one with 
2 LED's in parallel. I used a ½ Watt 470 ohm resistor with two LED's and put both the anodes to the 
same resistor and the cathodes to the outside edge of the base. This is for the blue high beam which 
is sometimes hard to see in daylight. Feel free to do this to any other dash light if needed.

Here you can see the high beam indicator in direct sunlight with the double LED lamp.

I hope this is of use to anyone and may improve the problem of dull gauge lights, lights blowing 
and also reduces the current load slightly as the speedo and tachometer illumination is 4 x 4 watt 
and gives you back 16 watts. If you can LED the taillight, you can probably score another 20 watts. 
Nearly enough for a second headlight of driving lamp!

Just a note: You stock flasher unit flashes according to the load induced by the lamps, 23 + 23+ 4 
=50  watts per side. As you reduce this wattage, the speed of your flashing could become slower 
and eventually stop flashing and just stay on. Here we do not get the 23 watt lamps anymore and 
only 21 watt is available over the counter, so our flashers are already marginal and tend to slow 
down a lot when idling with headlight on. If I remove the 4 watt load by installing an LED I am 
only left with 21+21=42 Watts and this could affect the flashers. A non-load sensitive flasher unit, 
available from any vehicle parts store does work well, but the self canceling feature, if existing, will 
not work. 

Enjoy!
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